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(R2) 14:55 CARLISLE, 2m 4f 

Racingtv Novices' Chase (Class 3) (5YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 24-1141 CHARMANT (FR) 15 
b g Balko - Ravissante

7 11 - 8 B S Hughes
J P L Ewart

139

Jockey Colours: Dark green and red diamonds, dark green and white diabolo on sleeves, quartered
cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful hurdler but has looked something else upon tackling fences
this term, winning for a third time in 4 starts at Ayr  (extended 2m) recently. Big shout again if
staying this new trip.  (Forecast 2.25)

Notes: 

2 114963 SWORD OF FATE (IRE) 22 
b g Beneficial - Beann Ard

6 11 - 8 Jonathon Bewley (3)
L Kerr

132

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, red spots, dark blue sleeves
Timeform says: Useful form when scoring 3 times over fences at up to 21f for Tom Lacey
last summer. Showed a bit more spark on third start for new yard, back chasing at Kelso (17f)
last time, but more needed now.  (Forecast 8.50)

Notes: 

3 1421P7 ELIXIR DU GOUET (FR) 15 
ch g Vision D'etat - My Asadore

5 11 - 4 Charlie Deutsch
Miss V Williams

130

Jockey Colours: Beige, red hoop and sleeves, black and red hooped cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful hurdler/chaser in France, successful twice last year. Plenty to
prove now after 2 lacklustre efforts when well backed in handicap chases for new yard 11
weeks apart.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

4 3-980 LUVLY BOY BLUE 105 
b g Blueprint - Mellouise

8 10 - 12t James Corbett (5)
Mrs Corbett

92

Jockey Colours: Orange, emerald green chevrons, quartered cap
Timeform says: Failed to progress from his debut third over hurdles at Newcastle and has a
mountain to climb now going chasing.  (Forecast 151.00)

Notes: 

5 120-5U3 PITON PETE (IRE) 21 
b g Westerner - Glenair Lucy

8 10 - 12 L P Aspell
O Sherwood

130

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, red hoops, red sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap
Timeform says: Dual hurdles winner last term and sure to add to his tally in this sphere as
his jumping improves. Won't want for stamina and looks the clear danger to Charmant.

 (Forecast 3.25)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: CHARMANT has thrived switched to fences this season, winning 3 of his 4
starts in handicap chases, and it's worth chancing that he'll stay this new trip given his rate of
improvement. Piton Pete won't lack for stamina and is the obvious danger if his jumping holds up.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: CHARMANT (1) 
2: PITON PETE (5) 
3: SWORD OF FATE (2)
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